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This paper extends Part 1 of the paper with the same title. Here, matricial iteration theories 
Matr(S; I’) are characterized by identities involving theory operations, a star operation S + S 
and an omega operation S-r V. The initial matricial iteration theory is described explicitly. 
One answer is given to the following question: If T,, is a submatricial theory of the matricial 
theory T which is an iteration theory, when can the star and omega operations on T,, be 
extended to 7 so that T becomes an iteration theory? Applications to program correctness 
logic and to tinding equational axioms for the regular sets are indicated. 0 1993 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. MATRICIAL THEORIES 
We assume the reader is familiar with the definitions and results of our paper 
[BBC], which will be henceforth be called simply Part I. In that paper we charac- 
terized matrix iteration theories using a star operation, found an explicit description 
of the initial matrix theory, and proved an extension theorem for matrix iteration 
theories. The current paper contains similar results for the matricial theories intro- 
duced by Elgot in [Elg76]. Other applications are indicated in the last section. 
First, we recall the definition of matricial theories. Suppose that S is a semiring. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An S-module V= (V, +, 0) is a commutative monoid with an 
S action 
SxV+V 
S, XHSOX 
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which satisfies the following distributive laws, associativity condition, and three 
zero-one laws: 
s~(x+y)=s~x+s~y 
(s+s’)~x=sox+s’ox 
s 0 (s’ 0 x) = (ss’) 0 x 
00x=0 
10x=x 
soo=o. 
Thus, when S is a field, an S-module is a vector space. When the context permits, 
we will write only sx instead of sax. 
If V is an S-module, then the action extends to maps from matrices over S to 
vectors of elements in I/ as follows. For each pair n, p of nonnegative integers, there 
is an action 
Mat,(n, p) x I/P + V” 
a, xtiaox, 
where for each iE [n], 
(aox),:= 1 agoxj. 
is [PI 
A matricial theory T= Matr(S; V) is an algebraic theory whose morphisms n + p 
consist of pairs (a; x), where a is an n by p matrix over a semiring S and where x 
is an element in the monoid V”. We call an n-tuple v = (ur, . . . . o,) with USE V an 
n-uector. The sum of (a; u) and (b; w) in T(n, p) is (a + b; u + w). The composite of 
(a; x): n + p with (b; y): p + q is given by the formula 
(a; x) . (b; y) := (ab; a0 y +x). (1) 
Here, ab is the standard matrix product of a and b; a 0 y + x is the n-vector in V” 
obtained by adding x (componentwise) to a0 y. The base morphisms n + p in 
matricial theories are those pairs (a; 0) in which a is a base morphism n + p in the 
matrix theory Mat, and where 0 is the n-tuple of O’s in V. A matricial theory 
morphism 
cp: Matr(S; V) -+ Matr(S’; V’) 
is a pair (cps, cp V) consisting of a semiring homomorphism cps: S + S’ and 
a monoid homomorphism cpV: V + I”. The value of cp on pairs (a; x): n -+ p is 
(acp,; xcp.), where (arp&= (a+p,) and (x~p.)~=x~cp~ for all iE [n], Jo [p]. The 
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two maps must be compatible with the module action in the sense that the 
following diagram commutes: 
The theory T, := Mat, is a subtheory of Matr(S; V) if we identify a matrix a: n + p 
over S with the pair (a; 0), where 0 is the p-tuple of O’s in V. (In [Elg76], the 
theory we call Ts was written Tf[. We will sometimes use this notation below.) One 
can identify the morphisms n + 0 in a matricial theory with n-tuples of elements in 
the module V. 
Suppose that T= Matr(S; V) is a matricial preiteration theory, i.e., a matricial 
theory which is also a preiteration theory. For each morphism a: n --) n in Mat, let 
f,:n+n+n in Tbe defined by 
f, := ([a Ll; 0). 
Then two operations are implicitly defined by the operation f~f+, namely by 
definition 
f; := (a*; 8). (2) 
Thus, a H u” is a map from T,(n, n) to V”, for each n > 0. One can show using a 
special case of the parameter identity that for a in T, as above, (a; O)+ = (u; u”), 
where u is the unique n by 0 matrix. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A mutriciul iteration theory is a matricial theory which is also 
an iteration theory. If T and T’ are matricial iteration theories, a mutriciul iteration 
theory morphism cp: T+ T’ is a matricial theory morphism which preserves the 
iteration operation. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Although it is not immediately obvious, the theories of 
“sequacious relations,” which model the stepwise behaviors of nondeterministic 
algorithms are isomorphic to certain matricial iteration theories. Suppose that A is 
a nonempty set. In the theory SeqRel,, a morphism n + p is a sequacious relation 
r:A+ x [n]uA”+A+ x [p]uA”, 
By definition, such a relation satisfies the following conditions, where (x, i) ranges 
over A x [n]: 
1. for any UEA+, if (u, i) r(u, j) then y = vu’, for some u’ E A *; 
2. for any uEA+, if (u, i)rw, WEAO, then w = uw’, for some w’ E A”; 
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3. (x, i) r( U, j) iff (ux, i) T(UU, j), all 0 E A *; 
4. (x, i)rw, wEAW, iff (ux, i) ruw, all 0 E A *; 
5. for WEAN, WYUOU=W. 
By using the same methods as those in Part I we can prove the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let T= Matr(S; V) be a matricial preiteration theory. Suppose 
that the operations * and o are defined by (2). Then T is a matricial iteration theory 
iff 
ft = (a*b; a* 0 x + am) 
for all f = ([a b]; x): n + n + p with a: n -+ n and 6: n + p in Ts. Further, one of the 
A-group or B-group of axioms must hold. The A-group consists of the following six 
classes of identities: 
1. the star zero identity, 
2. the omega zero identity, 
ozn = 0” E V”, na0 
3. the star pairing identity, 
[; 3’ = [ (a + bd*c)* 
d*c(a + bd*c)* 
a;bd(t;cph;bby*] 
alla:n+n, b:n+m, c:m+n, andd:m-+m in Ts 
4. the omega pairing identity, 
[a iT=[ 
a*bo (d+ ca*b)“+a*b(d+ca*b)* caaO+ a0 
(d+ ca*b)” + (d+ ca*b)* coaW 1 
alla:n+n, b:n+m, c:m-+n,andd:m-+m in Ts 
5. the star commutative identity, 
((pa) II (pl 9 . . . . PAI* = p(w)* 
all a: n + m in Ts, surjectiue base p : m + n, and base pi with pip = p, for i E [m] 
6. the omega commutative identity, 
((pa) II (pl, . . . . P,))” = PO (apYt (3) 
where a: n + m and p and pi are as before. 
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The B-group of axioms is the following six classes of identities: 
1. the star sum identity, 
(a + b)* = (a*b)* a* 
all a:n+n in T, 
2. the omega sum identity, 
(a + b)” = (a*b)” + (a*b)* oa* (4) 
alla,b:n+n in T, 
3. the general star product identity, 
(ab)* = 1, + a(ba)* b 
all a: n + p, b: p + n in TS 
4. the omega product identity, 
(ab)” = a 0 (ba)” 
all a:n+p, b:p+n in T, 
5. the star commutative identity 
6. the omega commutative identity. 
Conversely, let T= Matr(S; V) be equipped with * and w operations. Define the 
dagger operation by 
f + = (a*b; a*x + a”‘) 
for f=([abJ;x), with a: n + n, b: n -+ p in Ts, Then T is a matricial iteration 
theory iff the A-group or the B-group of axioms holds. 
The notation (pa) 11 (pl, . . . . p,) was introduced in Eq. (12), Part I, Section 3. 
Remark 1.5. If b = l,, the star product identity becomes the star fixed point 
identity 
a*=l,+aa*, 
and the omega product identity becomes the omega fixed point identity 
aw=aoa@. 
Remark 1.6. If the star and omega sum and product identities hold, then the 
omega pairing identity can be expressed in either of the following two forms: 
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(a + bd*c)” + (a + bd*c)* b 0 d” 
(d+ca*b)“+(d+ca*b)*c~a” 1 
The following theorem follows from the axiomatization of iteration theories given 
by l?sik in [&i90]. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let T= Matr(S; V) be a matricial preiteration theory. Suppose 
that the operations * and 0 are defined on each horn-set Tv(n, n), n > 0, by (2). Then 
T is an iteration theory ifs the following identities hold 
1. foranyf=([a,b];x): l+l+p, 
f + = (a*b; a* 0 x + aW) 
2. the scalar star sum identity, 
(a + b)* = (a*b)* a*, 
for all a, b E S. 
3. the scalar omega sum identity, 
(a + 6)” = (a*b)” + (a*b)* 0 u”, 
for all a, b E S. 
4. the scalar star product identity, 
(ab)* = 1 + a(ba)* b, 
for all a, b E S. 
5. the scalar omega product identity, 
a0 (ba)” = (ab)“, 
for all a, b E S. 
6. the scalar star pairing identity, 
[; ;J = [ (a + bd*c)* 
d*c(a + bd*c)* 
W4ctacpb;b!*], 
wherea:n-+n, b:n+l, c:l+n, andd:l+l in Ts. 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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I. the scalar omega pairing identity, 
[: ly=[ 
(a + bd*c)” + (a + bd*c)* bad” 
(d+ca*b)“+(d+ca*b)* cOaW 1 ’ 
wherea:n+n, b:n+l,c:l+n,andd:l-,l in Ts. 
8. the scalar star commutative identity, 
(12) 
1, . ((pa) II (Ply . . . . pm))* P = 1, .P@P)* (13) 
for all a:n+m in Ts, all surjective monotone base p : m -+ n and m-tuples of base 
pi:m+m with pi.p=pforeach iE[m]. 
9. the scalar omega commutative identity, 
1,. ((pa) II (PI9 . . . . ~,))"=l,~~~(ap)"~ (14) 
for all a : n + m in Ts, all surjective monotone, base p : m -+ n and m-tuples of base 
pi:m+n with pi.p=pfor each ig[m]. 
Moreover, if T= Matr(S; V) is equipped with a family of * and o operations that 
satisfy the identities (7~( 12), then T also satisfies the star and omega sum identities, 
the general star and omega product identities, the star and omega pairing identities, 
the star and omega zero identities. 
The following corollary follows from the results of Part I. 
COROLLARY 1.8. If T is a matricial iteration theory, then Ty is a matrix iteration 
theory. 
In Part I a Conway semiring was defined as a *-semiring S in which the 
equations 
(a + b)* = (a*b)* a* (15) 
(ab)* = 1 + a(ba)* b (16) 
are valid. 
DEFINITION 1.9. A Conway semiring module pair consists of a Conway semiring 
S, an S-module V, and an operation ? S + V which satisfies the two equations 
(a + b)” = (a*b)* aW + (a*b)” 
(ab)” = a 0 (ba)” 
for all a, b in S. A Conway matricial theory T= Matr(S; V) is a matricial theory 
equipped with two families of operations * : Tv(n, n) + Tq(n, n) and o : Tfi(n, n) + 
T(n, 0), n > 0, which satisfy the star and omega sum identities, the general star and 
omega product identities, and the star and omega pairing identities. 
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Clearly if T= Matr(S; I’) is a Conway matricial theory, (S; V) is a Conway 
semiring module pair. Any matricial iteration theory is a Conway matricial theory, 
and a Conway matricial theory is an iteration theory iff the (scalar) commutative 
identities hold. 
If T= Matr(S; V) is a Conway matricial theory, the following omega permutation 
identity holds, analogous to the star permutation identity (Eq. (18) in Part I): 
(7-c.a.x-1)W=z.aW, (17) 
for all a: n + n in Ts and base permutations rc : n -+ n. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let (9, V) be a Conway semiring module pair. There is a 
unique way to extend the * and o operations on S to all square matrices in Mat, so 
that Matr(S; V) becomes a Conway matricial theory. 
Suppose that T= Matr(S; V) is a Conway matricial theory. We make T a 
preiteration theory by defining the operation of iteration by 
ft = (a*b; a*x + aw), 
where f = ([a, b]; x): n -+ n + p. Recall from Definition 2 of Part I the definition of 
a preiteration theory with a functorial dagger. We say that T has a functorial star 
and omega if for all a: n + IZ, 6: m + m in TT/ and all surjective base morphisms 
p:n+m 
ap = pb + a*p = pb* and aw = pb”. (18) 
From Proposition 10 in Part I we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 1.11. A Conway matricial theory T has a functorial dagger ijjf T has 
a functorial star and omega iff (18) holds only when m = 1. 
We omit the easy verification of the following characterization of matricial 
iteration theory morphisms. 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Suppose that T=Matr(S; V) and T’=Matr(S’; V’) are 
matricial iteration theories. A matricial theory morphism (cps, cp “) from T to T’ is an 
iteration theory morphism iff cps: S -+ S’ is a *-semiring homomorphism and 
(P) qv= (scps)“, for aN s E S. 
We should point out that even when the matricial theory T= Matr(S; V) is an 
iteration theory, the subtheory Ts is not necessarily a subiteration theory of T. 
Thus, the naive conjecture that the initial matricial iteration theory is 
Matr(S,; (0)) turns out to be incorrect, where Mat, is the initial matrix iteration 
theory. 
The next proposition gives some information about elements in the S-module V, 
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when Matr(S; V) is an iteration theory. Of course, 1 is the multiplicative unit in the 
*-semiring S, and 2 is 1 + 1, etc. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Assume that Matr(S; V) is an iteration theory. Define three 
elements in V as follows: 
a := 1” 
/I := (l*)” 
y := (l**)“. 
Then the following identities hold in V: 
2”=l**a+/?; 
B=r 
nw=l**cr+y > n>2 
y=1**a+y 
y=a+y 
((l*)T = Y, k> 1. 
The proof can be found in [Bl?90b]. 
Let Mat, be the initial matrix iteration theory. In Part I it was shown that the 
elements of S, are 
0, 1, 2, . . . . n, . . . . l*, (l*)‘, . . . . (l*)“, . . . . l**. 
It follows from the previous proposition that for nonzero s E So, sy = s 0 (1* * 0 y) = y, 
since sl** = l**. We will use this fact in the next section to obtain an explicit 
description of the initial matricial iteration theory. 
2. THE INITIAL MATRICIAL ITERATION THEORY 
Let S, be the semiring such that Mat, is the initial matrix theory. If Matr(S,; V) 
is an iteration theory, the &,-module V must contain at least the elements t( = (1)” 
and y = (l**)-. Let V, = ( V,, + , 0) be the following linearly ordered &-module, 
whose elements, listed in increasing order are 
0, a, 2 0 a, . . . . l*ocq (1*)20a, . . . . y. 
By Proposition 1.13, the addition operation in V,, is forced to be defined by 
0+x=x, XE v,; 
soa+s’oa=(s+s’)0a, s,s’ es,; 
soa+y=y=y+y. 
Indeed, if se&, s#O, (soa)+y=soa+soy=so(a+y)=s~y=y. 
571/46/3-11 
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The action of S, on V0 is also forced: 
00x=0; 
s~(s’~M)=(ss’)~M; 
SOY =y, SZOES,. 
Note that the ordering on V, has the property that 
x< yox+z= y, (19) 
for some z E V,. The ordering is extended to n-vectors of elements in v,, pointwise, 
and when addition is defined pointwise, the equivalence (19) is also true for v;;, 
n > 1. We are forced to define the operation ‘? S, + V,, by 
SW= M 
i 
0 if s=O; 
if s= 1; 
Y otherwise. 
For matrices a: n + n in Mat,,, n 2 2, a0 is defined using the omega pairing 
identity. 
We claim that M, := Matr(S,; VO) is an iteration theory. It follows that M0 
is the initial matricial iteration theory. Indeed, suppose that T= Matr(S; V) is 
any matricial iteration theory. Since Mat, is a matrix iteration theory, there is a 
unique *-semiring homomorphism ‘ps,, : So --, S. The definition of the monoid 
homomorphism cp V0 : V,, + V is forced by the condition that it commute with the 
omega map and with scalar multiplication: 
oq, := 0; 
(socf) ‘pv, := (~cp,)~(l”)~ 
(Y) ‘pv, :=(l**y. 
It is clear that the diagram shown between Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 commutes. Also, 
for s E S,, (so) cp v0 = (scp,)“. Thus, if M,, is an iteration theory, it is the initial one. 
The argument that M0 is indeed an iteration theory in which the functorial 
dagger implication holds follows the same outline as the proof that Mat, is an 
iteration theory. The details are omitted. See [Bl?9Ob]. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let S1 = (0, 1, l*} be the idempotent (i.e., x+x=x) *-semi- 
ring of Corollary 4.5, Part I. Let V, = (0, a = l”, 1* 0 tl, y = (1 **)W} be the indicated 
S1-module. Then Matr(S,; V,) is the initial idempotent matricial iteration theory. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let S, = (0, 1 } be the idempotent *-semiring with 1* = 1 and let 
Vz be the singleton S,-monoid {O}. Then M, . *= Matr(S,; V,) is a matricial iteration 
theory. 
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Proof It is easy to see that M, is a quotient of the initial idempotent matricial 
iteration theory. 1 
Problem 2.1. Find a pleasant equational axiomatization of the class of Conway 
semiring-module pairs (S; V) such that Matr(S; V) is an iteration theory. 
Problem 2.2. Give an explicit description of all free matricial iteration theories. 
There is an extension theorem for matricial theories, analogous to the extension 
theorem in Part I for matrix theories. We will discuss this theorem and an applica- 
tion in the next sections. 
3. THE EXTENSION THEOREM 
Suppose that 7’,, is a submatrical theory of the matricial theory T. If T, is an 
iteration theory, when can one extend the star and omega operations in T,, to all 
of T so that T becomes an iteration theory ? This section contains one answer. 
Positive semirings were defined in [KS86, p. 70). We extend this notion to 
matricial theories. We suppose that S is a semiring and V is an S-module. 
DEFINITION 3.1. V is a positive S-module and Matr(S; V) is a positive matricial 
theory if V has at least two elements and 
1. foranyv,wEV,ifv+w=OthenbothvandwareO; 
2. for any SES, VE V, if sov=O then either s=OES or V=OE V. 
The following observation is easy to prove. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf V is a positive S-module then S is a positive semiring-i.e., 
for a, bES, ifa+b=O, then a=0 and b=O; ifab=O, then either a=0 or b=O. 
The theorem concerns positive matricial theories T= Matr(S; V). We make 
several further assumptions on T. First, we assume that T,, = Matr(S,; VO) is a 
submatricial theory of T which is an iteration theory. Hence, there are functions 
which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.7. 
Second, we assume that Z is an ideal in S which satisfies the following three 
hypotheses: 
Hl. each element s E S can be written uniquely as a sum 
s=x+a, 
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for x E S, and a E I. (It follows that any matrix II + p over S can be written uniquely 
as a sum of a matrix over S,, and a matrix over I.) 
H2. For any element a in Z and for any b in S there is a unique 5 in S such 
that 
t=a.[+b. 
H3. For any a in Z and any v E V the equation 
<=aoS+u 
either has 0 E V as the only solution (in the case that both u and a are 0); otherwise 
if a or u is not 0 the equation has a unique nonzero solution. In particular, for a # 0 
in Z, there is a unique nonzero solution in V of the equation 
THEOREM 3.3 (The matricial extension theorem). Suppose that T= Matr(S; V) 
is a positive mutriciul theory and TO = Matr(S,; V,,) is a submutricial theory of T 
which is an iteration theory. Suppose lastly that I is an ideal in the semiring S which 
satisfies the above hypotheses, Hl-H3. Then there is a unique extension of the star 
and omega operations on T,, to Ty so that T becomes a mutriciul iteration theory 
with the scalar iteration operation defined by 
f+ = (u*b; u*x + ~2”) 
forf=([ub];x), with a:l-+l, b:l+p. Further, if TO has a functorial star and 
omega operation, T will have a functoriul star and omega operation. 
The proof will occupy the remainder of this section. It is easy to define the 
extended operations. For elements x in So, both x* and xw are already defined. In 
particular, 0* = 1 and 0” = 0 E V,,. Now we define the star and omega operations on 
elements of the ideal I. If a # 0, a E Z, the element a* E S is defined as the unique 
solution to the equation 
<=a<+ 1, 
and aW E V is defined as the unique nonzero solution to 
(=a(. 
For all other elements s, write s uniquely as a sum s = x + a with x E S, and a in Z. 
We then use the star and omega sum identities to define s* and so, respectively: 
(x + a)* := (x*u)* x* 
(x + a)w := (~*a)* x0 + (x*a)O. 
(20) 
(21) 
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We use the scalar pairing identities to define the star and omega operations on n 
by n matrices over S, for n 2 2. 
Note that the definition of the extended operations is forced, so that the uniqueness 
of the extensions is immediate. Also note that operations defined by (20) and (21) 
are indeed extensions of the operations in T,, as well as those just defined on 
elements of I. 
We proved in the matrix extension theorem in Part I that under our current 
hypotheses, the matrix theory Mat, is an iteration theory. Thus, according to 
Theorem 1.7 we must prove that the omega operation satisfies the scalar omega 
sum identity, the scalar omega product identity, and the (scalar) omega com- 
mutative identity. 
We first prove two lemmas concerning the omega operation on elements of I. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf either a or b is in Z, then 
(ab)” = a(ba)“. 
Proof. We need show only that the right-hand side is not zero if ab # 0 and that 
it is a solution to the equation 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf both a and b are in Z, then 
(a + b)” = (a*b)* a0 + (a*b)“. (22) 
We now prove that the omega lixed point identity holds for all elements in S. 
This fact will be used to prove that the scalar product identity holds (Lemma 3.8 
below). 
LEMMA 3.6. For any s E S, 
Proof We write s = x + a, with x E So and a E Z, 
sP = (x + a)((x*a)* x0 + (x*a)@) 
= (x + a)(x*a)* xw + (x + a)(x*a)“. 
We show that 
and 
(x + a)(x*a)* x0 = (x*a)* x0 
(x + a)(x*a)w = (x*a)O. 
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Indeed, 
x(x*a)* x0 + a(x*u)* xw = x((x*u)(x*a)* + 1) xw + a(x*u)* xw 
= (x*u(x*u) + 1) x0 
= (x*u)* x0. 
Also 
Thus, 
x(x*uy + u(x*uy = xx*(ux*y + (ux*p 
= x*(ux*y 
= (x*uy. 
(x + u)(x*u)* xw + (x + u)(x*uy = (x*u)* x0 + (x*uy 
=(x+u)? 1 
LEMMA 3.7. The scalar omega sum identity hoI& in Matr(S; V); i.e., for any 
s, tE s, 
(s + ty = (s*t)* SW + (s*t)“. (23) 
Proof During the course of this argument we will use some facts about the star 
operation in any matrix iteration theory. Recall that for s E S, s+ = ss* = s*s. 
SUBLEMMA. For any s, t in S, 
(s*t)* = t*(s+t+)* 
t*(S+t+)*=S*t+(S+t+)* + 1 
(S*t)*=S*t+(S+t+)*+ 1. 
The proof of Lemma 3.7 will be divided into several cases. We always write 
s=x+u, t= y+b, with x, YE& and a, bel. 
Case 1. x=0 and b=O. So s=u and t= y; 
(s+t)O=(u+y)” 
=(y+u)” 
= (y*u)* y” + (y*u)” 
= (y*u)* y” + (a + y+uy 
= (y*u)* y” + (u*y+u)* u” + (u*y+u)“, 
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by Lemma 3.5. We now compute the right-hand side of (23), 
(s*t)* s” + (s*ty = (u*y)* uw -t (u*y)” 
=(a+y+y)*u”+(u+y+y)” 
= (y*u+y)* y*um + (y*u+y)* yw + (y*a+y)“. 
The proof of this case will be completed once we prove the following identities: 
(y*u+y)* y*a” = (u*y+u)* uw (24) 
(y*u+y)* y” = (y*u)* y” (25) 
(y*u+y)” = (a*y+u)“. (26) 
Proof of (24); 
(y*u+y)*y*u”=(1+u*y+(u+y+)*)u” 
by the sublemma 
=u~+u*y+(a+y+)*u~ 
=uw+u*y+(u+y+)* UP 
=(1+u*y+(u+y+)*u)u” 
= (1+ (u*y+a)(a*y+a)*) u” 
= (u*y+u)* u”. 
Proof of (25); 
(y*u+y)* y” = y*u+(yy*u+)* yy” + y- 
=(y*u+(y+u+)*+l)y” 
= (Y*Q)* Y”, 
by the sublemma above. 
Proof of (26). This argument makes use of Lemma 3.4; 
(y*a+yy = y*(u+y+)” 
= y+(u+y+)“+ (u+y+y 
= (y+u+)” +u+(y+a+)- 
=u*(y+u+)” 
= (u*y+u)Y 
The proof of this case is complete. 
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Case 2. y = 0. In the passage from third to the fourth line, we use Lemma 3.5; 
(s*t)*P+ (s*t)” = ((x + u)*b)* (x + uy $ ((x + a)* b)” 
= ((x*a)* x*6)* [(x*u)* x0 + (x*ayq + ((x*u)* x*b)” 
= ((x*u)*x*b)*(x*u)*x”+((x*a)*x*b)*(x*u)”+((x*u)*x*6)” 
= (x*u + x*b)* xw + (x*u + x*b)” 
= (x*(a + b))* xw + (x*(u + b))” 
=(x+(u+b))” 
= ((x + a) + b)” 
= (s + t)“. 
Case 3. u=O; 
(s + t)” = (x + ( y + b))” 
= ((x + y) + b)” 
= ((x + Y)* b)* lx + y)” + ((x + y)* b)” 
= ((x*.Y)* x*b)* ((x*y)* xw + (x*yy) + ((x*y)* x*b)” 
= ((x*y)* x*b)* (x*y)* x0 + ((x*y)* x*b)* (x*y)” + ((x*y)* x*6)” 
= (x*y + x*b)* x0 + (x*y + x*b)” 
= (s*t)* so + (s*t)Y 
Case 4. b = 0. In the third line we use Case 3, and we use Case 1 in the fifth 
line; 
(S+ty=((X+a)+y)~ 
=(X+(u+y)y 
= (x*(a + y))* x0 + (x*(u + y))” 
= (x*u + x*y)* xw + (x*u + x*yy 
= ((x*u)* x*y)* (x*u)* x0 + ((x*u)* x*y)* (x*uy + ((x*u)* x*yy 
= ((x*u)* x*y)* ((x*u)* x0 + (x*uy) + ((x*u)* x*yy 
= ((x + a)* y)* (x + up + ((x + a)* y)” 
= (s*t)* so + (s*t)“. 
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Case 5. The general case; 
(s + t)” = ((s + y) + b)” 
= ((s + y)* b)* (s + y)” + ((s + y)* b)” 
by Case 2, 
= ((s*y)* s*b)* (s + y)” + ((s*y)* s*b)” 
= ((s*y)* s*b)* ((s*y)* so + (s*y)“) + ((s*y)* s*b)” 
by Case 4, 
= ((s*y)* s*b)* (s*y)* so+ ((s*y)* s*b)* (s*y)” + ((s*y)* s*b)” 
= (s*y + s*b)* so + (s*y + S*by, 
by Case 2, 
= (s*t)* so + (s*t)“. 
The proof of this lemma is complete, showing that T is a Conway matricial 
theory. 
LEMMA 3.8. The scalar omega product identity holds in Matr(S; V); i.e., for 
s=x+a and t= y+b, with x, YE& and a, beZ, 
(St)” = s( ts)“. 
Proof: There are only three cases to consider: 
Case 1. a=O, 
(st)w = (x( y + b))” 
=(xy+xb)” 
= ((xy)* xb)* (xy)” + ((xy)* xb)” 
= (x( yx)* b)* (xy)” + (x( yx)* b)” 
= (x( yx)* b)* x( yx)” + x(( yx)* bx)- 
by Lemma 3.4, 
= x(( yx)* bx)* (yx)” + x(( yx)* bx)“’ 
= x( yx + bx)w 
= t(sty. 
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Case 2. b = 0. In the first line we use Lemma 3.6 and in the second line we use 
Case 1; 
((x + 4 Y)” = (x + a) Y((X + a) Y)” 
= (x + a)( y(x + a))” 
= s( tsy. 
Case 3. The general case; 
(St)” = (sy + sb)” 
= ((v)* sb)* (v)” + t(v)* sb)“, 
by Lemma 3.7, 
= (s(p)* b)* s(ys)” + s((ys)* bsy 
by Case 2 and Lemma 3.4, 
=s((ys)*bs)*(ys)“+s((ys)*bs)” 
= sc((Ys)* bs)* b-Y + ((Ys)* bs)“l 
= s( ys + bsy- = s( ts)” 
by Lemma 3.7. 
The proof of Lemma 3.8 is complete. 1 
Before considering the omega commutative identity, we characterize the value of 
aw in the case that a is an n by n matrix over Z. Recall that when n 2 2, a0 is defined 
by the scalar omega pairing identity. 
We define the support of the n-vector v= (v,, . . . . v,), supp(v), as the set 
{is [n]: Vi#O}. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Suppose that v is an n-vector and a E Mat,(n, n). Then an 
n-vector u is called a maximal solution of the equation 
c=al+v (27) 
in the variable 5: n + 0 if u is a solution of Eq. (27) and u = U’ whenever U’ is a 
solution with supp(u) c supp(u’). 
It will follow from Proposition 3.11 below that if a is an n by n matrix over Z then 
a0 is the unique maximal solution of < = a<. 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose that a E Mat,(n, n) and that v is an n-vector. Let IT: n + n 
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be a base permutation. Then an n-vector u is a solution of Eq. (27) ijjf the n-vector zu 
is a solution of the equation 
<=(71a71-‘)<+7w. (28) 
Thus u is a maximal solution to Eq. (27) iff nu is a maximal solution to Eq. (28). 
Proof: The first statement is obvious, and the second follows from the fact that 
if u and u’ are n-vectors with the support of u contained in the support of u’, then 
the support of KU is a subset of the support of rcu’. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Suppose that A is an n by n matrix over Z, and that v is an 
n-vector. The equation 
5=Ar+v (29) 
has a unique maximal solution. (r is a variable over n-vectors.) Further, if A @ denotes 
the unique maximal solution of 
then A@’ = A” and the unique maximal solution to (29) is A” + A*v. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. The case n = 1 
holds by the hypothesis H3 on elements in the ideal I. Note that in this case, if 
A = 0 there is exactly one solution to (29), and otherwise there is exactly one 
nonzero solution, which is thus the maximal solution. Also, since A” + A% is a 
nonzero solution, it is the unique maximal solution. 
Now assume that n 2 1, that A: n + 1 + n + 1 and write 
A= 
a b [ 1 c d 
Vl 
v= [I v2 
witha:n+n,b:n+l,c:l+n,andd:l + 1. Similarly, v, and 5 i are n-vectors and 
v2 and C2 are elements in V. We can write Eq. (29) as the system of equations 
tl=a51+bt2+v1 (30) 
92=41+&2+v2. (31) 
Suppose that u = [t:] is a maximal solution to the system. If u = 0 it is then the 
unique solution. Also v, = v2 = 0, so that A” = A @. 
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Otherwise, if u # 0, by Lemma 3.10 we may as well assume that u2 # 0. But then 
u2 is a maximal solution of Eq. (31) when 5r has the value ul. Hence by the basis 
step we have 
u* = d” + d*(cu, + u*) 
= d*cul + (d” + d*u2). 
Consider the equation obtained from (30) by substituting this value of uz for r2: 
~1=a~,+bd*cu,+b(d”+d*u,)-tu,. (32) 
Since u1 is a solution of (32) it is also a solution of 
(I= (a + bd*c) {, + b(d” + d*u*) + Ul. (33) 
Conversely, if u; is any solution of (33), then U’ is a solution of the system of 
Eqs. (30) and (31), where 
with u; defined by the equation 
u; = d” -t d*(cu; + uz). 
Thus, comparing the formulas for u2 and u;, if the support of ur is contained in the 
support of ul then the support of u2 is contained in the support of u;. Thus, if u; 
is the unique maximal solution of (33) (which exists by the induction hypothesis), 
then u1 = u; and u2 = u; by the maximality of U. Hence by the induction assumption 
we can write 
u1 = (a + bd*c)* (b(d” + d*u,) + ul) + (a + bd*c)” 
u2 = d” + d*(cq + u2). 
Applying the star and omega sum and product identities, we can rewrite these 
equations as the matrix equation 
Ul [1[ (a + bd*c)* a*b(d+ cu*b)* ul u2 = d*c(a + bd*c)* (d + cu*b)* I[ 1 u2 
[ (u*bd*c)* a0 + (u*bd*c)* u*bd” + (u*bd*c)” + (d* ca*b)* d*cuw + (d*cu*b)* d” + (d*cu*b)” 1 ’ 
Thus we have shown that the maximal solution to (29) is obtained by the scalar 
pairing identities, and thus it can be written A*u + A”. The proposition is 
proved. 1 
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There are several corollaries. The first fact may have some independent interest, 
but will be used here only to prove Corollary 3.13. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Suppose that A is an n by n matrix over I having no zero rows 
(i.e., for each iE [n], there is some j such that A,#O). Then the n-vector A” has no 
zero components. 
Proof. We argue by induction on n. When n = 1, the result follows by the 
hypothesis H3. Now assume that n > 1 and A: n + 1 + n + 1. We wish to show that 
no component of A” can be the zero vector. We argue by contradiction. There are 
two cases. 
Case 1. A” is the zero (n + 1)-vector O”+ ‘. We write A as 
A= 
a b [ 1 c d 
with a: n +n, b: n + 1, c: 1 + n and d: 1 + 1. Write A” = [T], with 0” the zero 
n-vector and 0 E I/. 
Subcase 1. d= 0. Then, by the proof of the preceding proposition, 0” is the 
maximal solution of the equation 
i.e., 0” = (a + bc)“. However, we show that no row of the matrix a + bc is zero. 
Indeed, if row i of a is zero, then bi is not zero, since the ith row of A is not zero. 
(Here b=(i?).) The ith row of bc is 
[b,cl bicz ..’ bit”], 
where 
c= [Cl c* ..* c,]. 
If each of the entries b,c, is zero, then c is the zero row matrix and the last row 
of A is zero. Thus, by the induction assumption, no component of (a + bc)w is zero, 
a contradiction. 
Subcase 2. d # 0. Then d” # 0. But by the previous proposition, 0 = d” + 
d*cu,. Another contradiction. Thus, A” cannot be the zero (n + l)-vector. 
Case 2. A” has some zero and some nonzero components. We may as well 
assume that 
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where u is a k-vector, none of whose components is zero, and O* is the zero 
p-vector, where k + p = n + 1. The argument of Case 1 shows that k 2 1. Now write 
A= 
a b [ 1 c d 
witha:k~k,b:k-rp,c:p-*k,andd:p--,p.ButsinceAA”=A”,itfollowsthat 
av+bOP=v 
cv+doP=O~. 
Thus cv = Op and au = v. Since no component of o is zero, each row of c is zero, 
since (S; V) is positive. Hence no row of d can be zero, and d” has no nonzero 
component, by the induction hypothesis. Also, au = u, so that u = a”. Hence, if 
x = a*bd” + uw and y = d”, then by the previous proposition, 
ax+by=x 
cx+dy= y 
and the support of [,X] is all of [n + 11, contradicting the assumption that A” 
contained some zero components. 
The proof of this corollary is complete. u 
Now let A be an arbitrary n by n matrix over I. Suppose that 2~ [n] is the set 
of indices of zero rows of A. Then if the cardinality of 2 is p and k + p = n, there 
is a base permutation rr of [n] such that 
where a: k + k, a’ : k --) p and we write Opk for the p by k zero matrix. Thus, by the 
omega permutation identity (17), 
Further, an n-vector v is a solution of the equation 
iff u is a solution of the equation 
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Hence, 
COROLLARY 3.13. Suppose that A is an n by n matrix over Z and that B is an m 
by m matrix over S. Zf p: n -+ m is a surjective base matrix such that Ap = pB, then 
A” = pB”. 
Proof. We use induction on n. Note that n 2 m since p is a surjection. If n = 1 
then p is the identity 1, and the statement is trivial. If n 2 2, assume that A has k 
nonzero rows and p zero rows (with k+ p =n). If p =O, then B” has no zero 
components, by the previous corollary. Indeed, B can have no zero rows (since p 
is surjective). Also < =pB” is a solution to the equation 5 = At, since Ap = pB. 
Hence pBw is the unique maximal solution. 
Thus we suppose that p > 1. There is a permutation R of [n] such that 
--1- a a’ ~rAz - [ 1 0 OPP Pk 
and a permutation $ of [m] such that 
where B has j nonzero rows and r zero rows. (From now on we omit the subscripts 
on the O-matrices.) Thus, 
[ 1 ; “d +pl/-‘)=(np$-1). ; ; . [ 1 
Since row i of A is nonzero iff row ip of B is nonzero, the surjection npJ/ - ’ can be 
written 
71plf-‘=p1$pz= p1 
0 [ 1 0 P2 
for some surjective base morphisms p, : k + j and p2 : p -P r. It follows that 
apI =plb. 
Since k < n, the induction hypothesis implies that 
aO=plb”. 
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Thus, 
aw 
= i 1 0 
plbw 
= [ 1 0 
=(PloPd "00 [I 
=(Trplp) 0" d O. [ 1 
Thus, using the omega permutation identity again we obtain 
a a’ o 
Aw=7r-l o o [ 1 
=(plp) ; “d OJ [ 1 
= pB”, 
as claimed. 1 
We use the previous corollary and the omega sum identity (4) to prove the last 
axiom. 
LEMMA 3.14. The omega commutative identity holds in T, i.e., for any n by m 
matrix f over S, any surjective base p : m --f n, and base pi : m + m, such that pi . p = p 
for each ie [m], 
(Pfll (PI? ...? Pm)Y=P. (f. PI". 
Proof: Write f = x + a, where x is an n by m matrix over S,, and a is an n by 
m matrix over I. Abbreviate the m-tuple (pl, . . . . p,) by just R. Then 
(pfllR)“= (~xllR+pallRY 
= ((PX II R)* (pa II RI)* (PX II R)” + ((px II R)* (pa II R))” (34) 
by the omega sum identity 
= ((PX II RI* (pa II RI)* P(XP)" + ((PX II RI* WI R))“, (35) 
since Matr(&; V,) is an iteration theory. 
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Let b be the matrix defined by 
b := (PX II RI* (PU II RI. 
Then all of the entries of b belong to the ideal, and 
~P=P(xP)* (UP). 
Thus, by Corollary 3.13, 
~"'=P(@P)* (a~))" 
and, as shown in Part I, 
~*P=P((xP)* (UP))*. 
Substituting in (35), we obtain 
(Pfllw=P(@P)* @PI)* (xPY+P((xP)* tap))" 
=P(xP+aPY 
=pUp)". I 
We have finished the proof that T is an iteration theory. The fact that the 
extension of the operations in T,, is unique is obvious, since the two sum identities 
must hold in any iteration theory. 
Last, we prove that if To has a functorial star and omega, or equivalently a 
functorial dagger, so does T. In Part I it was shown that under these hypotheses, 
T has a functorial star. We must show only that T has a functorial omega. So 
suppose that 
f-P=P-g 
where f: n + n, p : n + m is a surjective base morphism and g : m -+ m. We show that 
f o = pg”. 
Letf=x+u, g=y+b, with x, yeTo and u,beZ. Then 
x.p+u.p=p.y+p-b. 
Since x. p, p .y are in To, and a. p, p . b are in Z, it follows by the uniqueness of 
the representation that 
x.p=p.y 
u.p=p-b. 
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Also, 
(x*a) P = P(Y*b) 
and all entries of x*a belong to I. Hence 
x*.p=p.y* 
xw=p.yQJ 
(x*uy = p( y*b)W 
@*a)* P = P(Y*b)*, 
by Corollary 3.13) and the fact that T,, has a functorial dagger. Thus, 
(x + uy = (x*u)* xw + (x*uy 
= (x*u)* py” + p( y*b)” 
= P((Y*b)* Y” + (Y*b)“) 
= pg”. 
In the next section, we give an application of this theorem. As a corollary of the 
proof the theorem, we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.15. Suppose that T, T,,, and I satisfy all of the hypotheses of the 
mutriciul extension theorem except that we require only that To is a Conway matriciul 
theory, not necessarily a matriciul iteration theory. Then there is a unique extension 
of the star and omega operations on TO to TB so that T becomes a Conway matricial 
theory. 
There is an analogue of Corollary 5.17, Part I, for Conway semiring module 
pairs. We delegate the task of formulating it to the reader. 
Remark 3.16. It is easy to show that if T, T,,, and I satisfy all of the hypotheses 
of the matricial extension theorem, and further if TO satisfies the implication 
for all A : m + m, B: n + n and surjective base p : n + m, where pT is the transpose 
of p, then so will T when the star and omega operations are extended to T. 
4. AN APPLICATION OF THE EXTENSION THEOREM 
We give an application of the matricial extension theorem closely related to the 
example which motivated Elgot’s study of matricial theories [Elg76]. Elgot noted 
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that each flowchart scheme F with n begins and p exits determined the pair 
(\lFlj; F”), where JJF\J is the IZ by p matrix whose ijth entry is the set of labels of 
paths from begin i to exit j. Thus the entries of this matrix are in the semiring S 
of subsets of finite words on X. F” is the n-vector whose ith entry is the set of all 
infinite words which label infinite paths originating at begin i. The entries of the 
n-vector are in the S-module of sets of infinite words on X. The corresponding 
theory is a subtheory of the theory we will consider here. However, Elgot’s theory 
is not a matricial theory, since the deterministic flowcharts he considered do not 
admit a sum operation. 
Let X be a set and let X” denote the infinite words on X. For BE X” and n > 0, 
pref,(B)= (uE:X*: 1~1 <:n and ~uEX~(UUEB)); 
pref( B) = u pref, (I?); 
II>0 
lim(B) = {V E X”: pref(o) E pref(B) ). 
A subset B of X” is closed if B = lim pref(B). It is well know that the collection of 
closed subsets of X” is a complete metric space when the distance between the sets 
or # v2 is defined by 
d(u,, U>) = 2-“, 
where n is the least integer such that pref,(u,) # pref,(u,). The subspace P of 
nonempty closed subsets of X” is also complete under this metric. 
We define the matricial theory Matr(S; V). Let S be the idempotent *-semiring 
whose elements are all subsets of X*; the zero is the empty set and 1 = (E} is the 
singleton set consisting of the empty word; addition is union and multiplication is 
given by 
s.s’= {yz: yes and ZES’). 
The star operation is the standard one: for a E X*, 
s*= {&}USU ... usnu ... . 
Let V be the S-module whose elements are closed subsets of X”. The sum operation 
in V is union, and the empty set is the zero. The omega operation O: S -+ V is 
defined as 
sHlimpref{x,x,...:xi#&, xiEsj. 
The action of S on V is given by 
sou=limpref{yz: ~Es,zEu), 
for s G X* and u s X”. S and V are fixed for the rest of this section. 
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We now apply the matricial extension theorem, Theorem 3.3, to obtain the 
following fact. 
COROLLARY 4.1. T= Matr(S; V) is an iteration theory with a functorial dagger. 
ProoJ In order to verify that V is indeed an S module, one may use the fact 
that two closed subsets U, u of x” are equal iff pref(u) = pref(v). It now follows 
easily that the conditions of Definition 1.1 hold. 
The matricial theory T= Matr(S; V) is clearly positive. Also the matricial theory 
called M, in Corollary 2.2 in the previous section is a submatricial theory of T. This 
subtheory plays the role of TO in Theorem 3.3. The ideal Z in S is the collection of 
subsets of X* which do not contain the empty word. Clearly, each set in S can be 
written uniquely as a sum 
s=x+a, 
where x is in (0, 1 } and a is in the ideal I. We verify the remaining hypotheses. 
If a is in Z and b in S, it is well known that a*b is the unique s in S with 
s=as+b. 
If u E V, and not both a, u = 0, there is a unique nonzero w in V ith w = aw + u for 
the following reason. The collection v of nonempty closed subsets of X” forms a 
complete metric space, and the map 5 H a 0 [ + u is a proper contraction map of t 
to itself. Thus, by the Banach fixed point theorem this map has a unique fixed 
point. (Of course, if both a and u are 0 the only solution is OE V). Thus, according 
the Theorem 3.3, T is a matricial iteration theory. 
Last, we show that T has a functorial dagger. But it was shown in Part I that TO 
has a functorial star and is trivial to see that T,, has a functorial omega operation 
since V, contains only one element. The proof is complete. 1 
Remark 4.2. Note that in the S-module, say W, of all subsets of ,Y, there will 
generally be more than one nonzero solution in W to the equation 4 = s5 + u. For 
example, if a, b are letters in C, and b” is the infinite word of b’s, the equation 
has two nonzero solutions in W: a*b” and a*bw + a”. Nonetheless, Matr(S; W) is 
also a matricial iteration theory with a functorial dagger. A direct proof of this fact 
can be given which, although rather long, is quite straightforward. 
Remark 4.3. As was proved in effect in [EBT78], free iteration theories are 
subtheories of matricial theories of the form Matr(S; W), where S and W are as in 
the previous remark. It follows that the variety of iteration theories (not matricial 
iteration theories) generated by those of the form Matr(S; W) is the variety of all 
iteration theories. Similarly, the variety of iteration theories (not matrix iteration 
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theories) generated by those of the form Mat, is the variety of all iteration theories 
with a unique morphism 1 --) 0. 
Remark 4.4. Using the notation of the two preceding remarks, the theory 
Matr(S; V) is a quotient of the theory Matr(S; W) via the pair of maps 
SA s; w---, v, 
where the second map takes a subset of X” to its closure. This result yields a second 
proof that Matr(S; V) is an iteration theory. 
The least submatricial iteration theory WKY(X*; X0) of Matr(S; V) which 
contains the pairs (a; 0), where a is a matrix whose entries are finite subsets of X* 
is of interest. The morphisms in WVY(X*; X0) are all pairs (r; x), where the entries 
in r are regular subsets of X*, and the entries of x are closed regular subsets of X”. 
(A characterization of the closed regular subsets of X” by finite automata accep- 
tance is given in [HR86]. In brief, a subset U of X” is closed and regular iff there 
is a deterministic finite automaton & such that the infinite word u is in U iff the 
set of states which occur in the infinite run of d determined by u is a subset of one 
of the final state sets in &.) 
As a last corollary, we note that the matrix theory 99(X*)= Mat, is an 
iteration theory, where R is the * -subsemiring of S consisting of the regular sets. 
5. OTHER APPLICATIONS 
There are at least two areas to which our study of matrix and matricial iteration 
theories may be usefully applied. One area involves finding axioms for structures 
involving regular sets. Two identities not mentioned above play an important role. 
In the specification of these identities, we use the following notation, in analogy 
with the notation a 1) (b,, . . . . b,), introduced in Part I, Section 3, 
(C 1, . . . . cp) II d= Cc,4 3 . . . . c&J, 
where d= [d,, . . . . d,]:n-*p and ci:m-+n, for ~E[P]: 
l The dual star commutative identity, 
PT((PT > .*., P’,) II apT)* = (pTa)* pT (36) 
9 the dual omega commutative identity, 
P’((& ..*, p’,> II apT)” = (p’a)“, (37) 
where in both identities, a = [a I, . . . . a,]: m * n is in the underlying matrix theory, 
p: m -+ n is a surjective base morphism with transpose p*: n --+ m, and pi: m --* m, 
iE [m], are base, with pi. p = p, for each ie [ml. 
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In a forthcoming paper [B&d], the matrix theory WY(X*) determined by the 
*-semiring of the regular subsets of X* is characterized as the free matrix iteration 
theory in the following category %?. A matrix iteration theory Mat, belongs to @? iff 
S satisfies l* = 1, as well as the dual star commutative identity. This fact gives an 
equational axiomatization of the * -semiring of regular sets. Indeed, we can take as 
equational axioms the scalar star sum and product identities, given in 
Corollary 3.17 in [B&l, together with the identities l* = 1 and those that follow 
by translating the star commutative identity and its dual into *-semiring identities. 
These axioms are not optimal, since the star commutative identity and its dual 
can be simplified. The problems involved in finding significant simplifications of 
these two identities are the same as those involved in simplifying the commutative 
axiom for iteration theories [J%igO] and seem difficult. Conway [Con71 ] has 
conjectured that a simplified version of the star commutative identity, together with 
some classical axioms, form a complete set of identities for the regular sets. 
Nevertheless, this set of axioms is the first nontrivial set of equational axioms for 
the regular sets, and they imply the axiom systems found by Salomaa in [Sa166]. 
In [Bl?9Oc], the matricial iteration theory $%?L?(X*; X0) mentioned in the 
previous section is characterized. This matricial iteration theory is freely generated 
by the map 
in the following category V. The objects in Q? are matricial iteration theories 
Matr(S; V) which satisfy the dual star and omega commutative identities above, 
and the identities 1* = 1 and 1 o = 0. Further, we assume that each S-module V is 
nontrivial, and that the following implications hold, for all a, b E S and u E I/: 
ao=O*a=O or u=O 
ab=l=z-a=b=l 
aw=O=sa=O or a= 1 
v#O*a*v+a”=a*v. 
The morphisms in W are all matricial iteration theory morphisms rp which are strict 
in the following sense: For a E S, u E V, 
acp=l*a=l 
vcp=o*v=o. 
This set of (implicational) axioms determines a logical system in which all valid 
identities of regular languages and closed regular w-languages are derivable, when 
variables are interpreted strictly (i.e., they do not take the values 0 or 1). 
Another application of matrix and matricial iteration theories is to program 
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correctness logic. In [BEa] a system of Floyd-Hoare rules valid in all iteration 
theories was analyzed. In [BEb] this system was specialized to matrix and matri- 
cial theories. Either the matrix theories of relations or the matricial theories of 
sequacious relations (examined thoroughly in [BE9Oc]) are the intended interpreta- 
tions for nondeterministic flowchart algorithms, and partial and total correctness 
assertions for these interpretations can be proved in the specialized system. 
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